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ABSTRACT 

Jack Kerouac, accepted speaker for the Beat 

Generation in American literature, used women as vehicles 

in his attempt to define himself in both his life and his 

fiction. His three female-centered novels, Maggie 

Cassidy, The Subterraneans, and Tristessa show the male 

protagonists following a pattern of departure from home, 

experience in a foreign world, and return to home. Maggie 

Cassidy is Jacky Dulouoz's sexual initiation although the 

relationship is unfulfilled. With Mardou Fox of The 

Subterraneans Leo Percepied has a sexually-fulfilled 

relationship, but in Tristessa Jack Duluoz attempts a 

return to chastity. Additionally, Kerouac's treatment of 

women as vehicles for his and his characters' own 

convenience appears to be typical of the Beat Generation 

and its permeating attitude toward women. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The publication of Allen Ginsberg's Howl in 1956 and 

Jack Kerouac's On the Road in 1957 called attention to the 

literary efforts of the American Beat Generation, a 

decade - old underground movement. Their work attracted 

popular interest when the "mass media took one hard look 

and decided that it liked nothing it saw in Ginsberg" and 

saw "very few redeeming virtues in Kerouac or the Beat 

movement in general" (Neil 434). 

The major Beat writers were a varied group. Allen 

Ginsberg was a poet and former Columbia University 

student, and William Burroughs was a Harvard graduate and 

heir to the Burroughs adding machine fortune (Cook 42). 

John Clellon Holmes, author of Go (1952), the first roman 

£ clef of the Beat Generation, was influential; but 

critics recognition of Go made other Beat writers envious 

of him. Steeped in the mystique of having committed 

murder, for which Kerouac was charged as an accessory, 

Lucien Carr was a close friend of and an influence on many 

of the New York City Beats. Neal Cassady, a rambler, won 

the admiration of Ginsberg and Kerouac with his breakneck

speed lifestyle; but, for the most part, Cassady was too 
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busy living his adventures to write about them. 

By the mid-1950s the Beat Generation had not yet 

found a dynamic spokesman. As unconventional as most 

Beats felt they were, they still manifested many of the 

conventional fears of and prejudices against those people 

who were more unconventional than they. The Beats were 

leery of Ginsberg's Jewishness and his homosexuality. 

They could not embrace Burroughs, the unrepentant drug

addict or Cassady, the unpredictable pansexual. On the 

other hand, Holmes, a bespectacled married man, appeared 

to be too stable and too conventional to serve as the 

symbol for the Beat Generation's proclaimed 

unconventionality. 
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With the publication of On the Road in 1957, Jack 

Kerouac finally became the avatar the Beats were seeking 

(Cook 71). French-Canadian and Catholic, with dark, 

brooding good - looks and respect for many of society's 

conventions, Kerouac ultimately became the symbol of 1950s 

unrest for those who did not wish to remain among the 

"silent generation." He was unconventional--as 

demonstrated by his drinking-binges, occasional drug

splurges, and seemingly casual sex. Nevertheless he was 

conventional enough to be a graduate of Horace Mann, a 

preparatory school; and he had attended Columbia 
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University. He was also the ultimate mother's boy, moving 

his mother across the country with him, at his whim or at 

hers, and settling with her in twenty-six different homes 

by the time Kerouac was forty-one years old (McNally 308). 

It seems that even as Kerouac appeared to flout 

society's laws, he was really as tied to them as anyone 

could ever be; but his novels were iconoclastic if he was 

not. J. Meredith Neil writes that Kerouac's novels 

exemplify a change of consciousness so 

subversive to prevailing American v~lues and 

institutions and so attractive, at least within 

a decade (of On the Road's publication], to 

millions of Americans that all defenders of the 

Establishment felt compelled to shout them out 

of existence. (435) 

While Kerouac's writing may have been challenging the 

status quo and opening some American minds, Kerouac's own 

mind remained the same--neither slammed shut, nor 

particularly open. 

Kerouac chose to write about his experiences, his 

friends, his family. He changed the names, and sometimes 

the venues; he embellished or deleted, but witnesses and 

players in the novels have admitted that these events 

really occurred. 
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Stephenson has identified as Kerouac's central themes 

the quests of identity, community, and spiritual 

knowledge" (17). He also notes the central movements of 

Kerouac's male protagonists: "separation, initiation, and 

return" (17). The focus of the majority of Kerouac's 

novels is on his relationships and adventures with other 

men. In fact, Robert F. Kiernan says that with the help 

of Allen Ginsberg, Kerouac "created himself in a series of 

confessional novels" (52). In general, Kerouac's female 

characters appear anonymously as nubile waitresses or eye

catching pedestrians or as other men's quietly domestic 

girlfriends and wives. When Kerouac does write about his 

own relationship with a woman, he devotes an entire novel 

to it. The relationship exists in isolation, not as an 

integrated part of his other adventures. 

Three of Kerouac's novels deal primarily with his 

relationship with a woman: Maggie Cassidy (1959), The 

Subterraneans (1958), and Tristessa (1960). The 

autobiographical protagonist in each novel becomes 

obsessed with a woman; she consumes him, and ultimately he 

becomes very unhappy with his inability to control himself 

and the situation. With none of these women does he find 

lasting happiness or comfort. Interestingly, the women in 

these novels do not correspond to any of his three wives, 



nor to Neal Cassady's wife, Carolyn, with whom Kerouac 

carried on a twenty-year relationship. 
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The women of these novels--Maggie Cassidy, Mardou 

Fox, and Tristessa--share many qualities. First, all 

three of these women are of a different ethnic or 

religious group from the French-Canadian Catholic Kerouac 

and his protagonists: Maggie, the Irish girl; Mardou, the 

"colored" subterranean; and Tristessa, the Mexican Indian 

drug-addict. They are all described as "fellaheen," which 

Joyce Johnson defines as "primeval and of the earth" 

(131). In part because of the ethnic difference, but 

mostly due to personality and circumstance, each woman 

dwells in a world which Kerouac's protagonists explore 

superficially. The women all have experience with aspects 

of life which the male protagonists have not, whether it 

be with post - high school life, insanity, or drug- use. 

These experiences lure and repel the Kerouac protagonists. 

These unconventional women become incredibly attractive to 

the protagonists, and conventional thoughts of marriage 

and permanence enter the men's minds. However, it is 

obvious that the relationships described cannot last 

because Kerouac and his autobiographical characters will 

not stray far from the middle-class conventions that they 

claim to eschew. As part of the "hero-quest" that 



Stephenson has described, Kerouac's protagonists separate 

from their known lives to pass into unknown territory 

seeking after experience and knowledge but always 

returning to the safe and sanctioned. 
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The fact that Kerouac writes in great detail about 

three particular women shows that they were important to 

him, probably more important than he realized. In writing 

about Maggie Cassidy, Mardou Fox, and Tristessa, Kerouac 

writes only about the superficial, the short-term 

relationships that ended quickly and stormily but with 

little ill - will on either side. These are the 

relationships that he can romanticize. These are the 

women who take him from his innocence into as much 

experience as he is willing to accept before retreat. 

Perhaps the dichotomies of innocence and experience 

best sum up the relationships Kerouac portrays in Maggie 

Cassidy, The Subterraneans, and Tristessa. His 

autobiographical protagonists see themselves as innocents 

seeking erotic experience; and they act out their quests 

through the Maggie, Mardou, and Tristessa. The focus of 

the quests moves from an erotic but non-physical 

experience with Maggie through the physical experience 

with Mardou to the psycho-erotic experience with 

Tristessa. In each case, Kerouac allows his male 



protagonist to believe himself returned to the state of 

"innocence" he had known before the encounter so that he 

can move on to the next encounter, still in the guise of 

the innocent. 
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The following three chapters will consider the 

progression of Kerouac's sexual quest. Chapter two 

examines the fearfully sexual relationship between Jackie 

Duluoz and Maggie. Chapter three considers the physically 

active relationship between Leo Percepied and Mardou. 

Chapter four moves to the psycho-erotic relationship 

between Jack Duluoz and Tristessa. Each chapter will also 

consider the real - life counterparts or possible 

counterparts for Maggie, Mardou, and Tristessa. The 

concluding chapter will summarize Kerouac's use of women 

in his quest and attempt to determine whether Kerouac is 

an iconic representative of the Beats, or whether his 

autobiographical writings represent only himself. 



CHAPTER II 

MAGGIE CASSIDY: SEXUAL INITIATION 

During the winter of 1939, Jack Kerouac, a high 

school senior in Lowell, Massachusetts, fell in love. He 

wrote about the events of this relationship in 1953, while 

living in Brooklyn during what Warren French calls the 

"most productive period of his career" (79). The result, 

Maggie Cassidy, was published in 1959 (Gifford and Lee 

333) . 

Maggie Cassidy is based on the real-life Mary Carney, 

a girl of Irish descent who gives the young Kerouac 

protagonist, Jacky Duluoz, his initiation into adulthood 

(Gifford and Lee 324). The bulk of the novel is set in 

Lowell; Kerouac does not change the name of his hometown. 

Gifford and Lee point out that although Jack and 

Mary's relationship is shown with "tenderness of 

poignancy," "Jack is in control of his sentiments and 

succeeds in suggesting the way in which his intellect and 

ambitions cut him off from the girl he loved in high 

school" (173). Warren French compares Maggie Cassidy to a 

"heroic quest" to "win the hand and heart of a beautiful 

woman" (79). He notes, however, that "[w]hatever 

Kerouac's romantic orientation ... women 
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seem only to have played a destructive role in it" (79). 

The novel is divided into forty-seven sections. 

French points out that the first four sections, during 

which boyhood friendships are described, are written in 

third person. It is when Jacky meets Maggie that he 

becomes "I" (80). The point of view returns to third 

person in section forty-six when Jacky and Maggie sadly 

reunite three years after their break-up. In this short 

section, Jacky returns to Maggie hoping to rekindle their 

sexual relationship. When she turns him down, he leaves, 

seemingly undisturbed by failure. However, it is his 

experience with Maggie that makes him feel like an 

individual. 
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Jacky Duluoz lives in a world of boyhood camaraderie 

and childhood nicknames, a world of innocence. Even his 

name suggests this; he is still "Jacky," not the "Jack" of 

later novels. As a high school sprinter and track team 

star, he seems to have little time for a serious 

girlfriend. He has a flirtation going with a schoolmate 

named Pauline Cole (the real-life Peggy Coffey [Gifford 

and Lee 324]), but their relationship is based on 

afterschool rendezvous beneath the clock where they talk 

until Jacky goes to track practice. A reasonably serious 

student and athlete, hanging out with his friends and 
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working toward college scholarships, Jacky is ill-prepared 

for a relationship with Maggie Cassidy, a high school 

drop - out a year older than he, who dwells on tragedy and 

unhappiness, and who takes Jacky to the threshold of 

adulthood. 

Jacky meets Maggie at a New Year's dance at the Rex 

Ballroom. Jacky and his friends do not normally frequent 

the Rex. This is "their first dance each one" (11). It 

is in this otherworld of the ballroom, with its emphasis 

on coupling up for the sake of dancing, where Jacky is 

forced, for the time, to leave the camaraderie of his 

friends to dance with Maggie. 

This first meeting sets the tone for the rest of 

their relationship. Jacky is young and artless and rather 

inept in the wiles and ways of courtship. Maggie is more 

skillful. She sizes him up and sets him at ease with a 

barrage of flirtatious teasing and flattery: 

I saw her, standing in the crowd, forlorn, 

dissatisfied, dark, unpleasantly strange. Half 

reluctantly we were brought together and paraded 

to the floor arm in arm .... 

"I suppose you're wondering what an Irish 

girl can be doing at a New Year's Eve dance 

unescorted," she said to me on the dancefloor; 



I, dope, had before danced only once, with 

Pauline Cole, high school sweetheart. ("She'll 

be jealous!" I enjoyed the thought). (23) 

Immediately Jacky describes Maggie as "strange," and she 

is strange to him, unlike any girl he has yet to 

encounter. His innocence is obvious: 
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I didnt know what to say to Maggie, slavish I 

tied my tongue to the gate. 

She was nervous, curious, gossipy, womany: at 

the same time suddenly she'd caress me, say, at 

this early beginning, the necktie, adjust it; or 

push back my uncombed hair; something maternal, 

fleet, sorry. My hands clawed into fists to 

think of her when I got home that night. For, 

just ripened, the flesh bulged and was firm from 

under her shiny dress belt; her mouth pouted 

soft, rich, red, her black curls adorned 

sometimes the snow- smooth 

brow; up from her lips came rosy auras hinting 

all her health and merriness, seventeen years 

old. She leaned on one leg with the laze of a 

Spanish cat, a Spanish Carmen; she turned 

throwing fecund hair in quick knowing sorrying 

glances; she herself jeweled in the mirror; I 



looked blankly over her head to think of other 

things. ( 23) 

As Jacky is reeling from her introductory banter, she 

prepares to determine his romantic availability. As she 

assesses him, he assesses her. It appears that Jacky 

needs to get accustomed to her: 

"Got a girl?" 

"In high school--Pauline Cole is my girl, I 

meet her under the clock every afternoon after 

third bell--" .... 

"And you tell me right away you got a girl!" 

Her teeth at first didnt seem attractive; her 

chin had a little doublechin of beauty, if the 

men will understand ... that unnamed dimple 

chin, to perfection, and Spanish--her lip 

curled, slightly parted teeth charmed and 

enhanced sensuous, drowning lips, devourous 

lips; so at first you saw the little pearly 

teeth--. ( 24) 

Maggie correctly senses his innocence: 
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"You're probably an honest boy--You're French 

Canadian aintcha? I bet all the girls go for 

you, I bet you're gonna be a big success." I 

was going to grow up to walk in sleet in fields; 
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didnt know it then. 

"Oh--" blushing--"not exactly--" 

"But you're only sixteen years old, you're 

younger than me, I'm seventeen--" She brooded 

and bit her rich lips: my soul began its first 

sink into her, deep, heady, lost; like drowning 

in a witches brew, Keltic, sorcerous, starlike. 

"That makes me old enough ha ha," and she 

laughed her own incomprehensible girly jokes as 

I put my hard arm around her soft waist and took 

her dancing . dumb and swallowing in my 

ignorance and position in time-- . (23-24) 

As Jacky enters into a world of people more experienced 

than he, he pauses to reflect on his innocence. He is 

the boy ... kid of write-ups, track teams, 

home and believing goodheartedness with just a 

touch of the Canuck half-Indian doubt and 

suspicion of all things non-Canuck, non-half

Indian--a lout--the order of the lout on my arm 

--[The dancers] saw this boy well-brushed though 

not combed consciously, still a kid, suddenly 

big as a man, awkward etc.--with serious blue

eyes pensive country-boy countenance sitting in 

gray high school halls in button-down sweater no 
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water on his hair as photographer snaps line of 

home roomers--. (24) 

The account of their first meeting ends, 

foreshadowing the gloom to come: "Maggie and Jack, . 

already crest-fallen, corners of the mouth giving up, 

shoulders loosening to hang, frowns, minds forewarned-

love is bitter, death is sweet" (25). Indeed, Jacky 

senses the potential unhappiness of this relationship from 

the beginning; he speaks very shortly after this encounter 

of his "soul looking for what was there that disappeared 

and left, lost, down a path--the gloom of love. Maggie, 

the girl I loved" (27). Future jealousy is also 

mentioned: "I feel jealous, but it's only the bare 

beginning of all the jealousy that came later" (29). But 

still, despite misgivings, and, maybe because of them, he 

forges on. 

Maggie's differences are highlighted by the fact that 

she lives in another part of town. For Jacky, who, as he 

has already said, is "Canuck [and] half-Indian . and 

[suspicious] of all things non-Canuck, non-half-Indian" 

(24), the divisions within the town of Lowell are great. 

Maggie lives three miles from him, and the journey to 

visit her is not a simple one: 

From Pawtucketville to South Lowell the route by 
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bus encompassed the city--down Moody, to Kearney 

Square below the high school ... There I 

changed to the South Lowell bus-- ... The ride 

itself grew grimmer--From the Square out up 

Central, to Back Central, to the outlying dark 

long streets of the town ... Out along the 

Concord where factories enlisted its famous 

flow--out beyond even them--to a dark highway 

where Massachusetts Street under a brown dumb 

streetlamp spoked in ... There I'd get off the 

bus, among trees by the river, and dodge the 

mudholes, seven cottages down on the right to 

her rambling old unfenced brown-windowed house. 

(57-8) 

As Jacky has mentioned to Maggie, he does already 

have a romance. Pauline Cole is a match much more 

suitable for Jacky at this time. She is finishing high 

school; and although she is as forward as Maggie, she is 

less demanding. Pauline attends Jacky's track meets while 

Maggie goes to dances at the ballroom. We also learn that 

Pauline and Jacky's father, Leo, have already established 

a rapport: "[Pauline and Leo] loved each other, she 

always had a joke for him, he for her--Their eyes shined 

as I rushed out of the showers to join them" (88). The 
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real Pauline, Peggy Coffey, was a baton twirler in high 

school and a band singer (Nicosia 53). She is said to 

have "moved in a much more fashionable social set than 

Mary," and "Jack's classier friends ... thought Peggy 

above comparison with Mary" (Nicosia 53). Further, 

"Peggy's kisses came with no strings attached; Mary's were 

limited ... with the threat that soon there would be no 

more unless she and Jack became engaged" (Nicosia 53). 

And as a final admission that Peggy was a better match, 

Nicosia says that "Peggy [not Mary] was the girl Kerouac 

talked about to people he wanted to impress" (54). But 

for Jacky Duluoz, it remains Maggie Cassidy, not Pauline, 

who holds the attraction. Pauline appears to be too 

appropriate for him, and because of this Jacky seems to 

sense that Peggy is not the girl who can introduce him to 

the experiences he seeks for. In an apparent attempt to 

reassure himself that Maggie is the guide he needs, Jacky 

says that he sees Maggie as a girl who "could have been 

the mother or the daughter of God--" (27), implying that 

she is both suitable as a guide and, in the same way, 

almost divine. When Pauline reminds him that she has 

cared a great deal about him in the past, he remarks to 

himself that "I had to give up her [sic] for Maggie. But 

I couldnt have Mary and Magdalene both" (79). Never has 
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there been any indication that Pauline had pressed Jacky 

for a sexual relationship. Based upon the fact that their 

relationship seems to have taken place only at their 

meetings beneath the clock, it appears that Pauline is 

chaste. Symbolically, Pauline has time, time to mature 

and to build the relationship. The comparison Jacky makes 

for Maggie is completely his own. Despite Maggie's 

actions, Jacky sees her as pure. To begin a sexual 

relationship with her would mean the end of this chastity 

and the beginning of a commitment he was unprepared to 

make. 

Their courtship is aided by the note-passing 

services of a neighbor boy. Since Maggie does not go to 

high school, she writes notes to Jacky in the evening; and 

the boy brings them to Jacky at school the next day. This 

intrigue helps to make their relationship more challenging 

and to progress more rapidly than it may have had they 

been schoolmates. In less than two months, Maggie begins 

to hint at her interest in marriage. She mentions others' 

marriages or planned marriages hoping he will make the 

connection to their relationship. Maggie wants to remind 

Jacky that to her, marriage is the natural progression of 

male-female relationships. 
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Maggie is also ready for a sexual relationship, with 

strings attached, but Jacky is not. Jacky still seems to 

value his own innocence and virginity; he has the normal 

fears associated with a first sexual experience. 

"'Sometimes you get me. Sometimes I cant stand how I love 

you,'" she tells him. After the naive Jacky utters a 

surprised "'Hah?'", the torrent begins: 

"Jacky!" And she was on me, all of her 

thrown socko into me all huddled to my frame, 

clung, kissing me wild and deep and 

hot- - desperate-- . --I closed my eyes, felt 

faint, lost, heartbroken, salt-sunk drowned. 

In my ear, warm, hot lips, whisperings, "I 

love you Jacky. Why do you make me so mad! Oh 

you make me so mad! Oh I love you so! Oh I 

wanta kiss you! Oh you damn fool I want you to 

take me. I'm yours dont you know? -- all, all 

yours--you're a fool Jacky--Oh poor Jacky--Oh 

kiss me--hard--save me!--! need you!" Not even 

inside the house yet. In there, by the hissing 

radiator, on the couch, we practically did 

everything there is to do but I never touched 

her in the prime focal points, precious 

trembling places, breasts, the moist star of her 



thighs, even her legs--I avoided it to please 

her--Her body was like fire, packed soft and 

round in a soft dress ... her lips 

burned all over my face. (59-60) 

Jacky's inexperience and unwillingness to attempt the 

experience leave Maggie angry and more insistent: 

"I wish you were older." 

"Why? II 

"You'd know more what to do with me--" 

II If-- II 
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"No! You dont know how. I love you too 

much. What's the use? Oh hell--I love you so! 

But I hate you! Oh go home! Kiss me! Lie on 

top of me, crush me--" Kisses--"Jacky I wrote 

you a big note today and tore it up--too much in 

it- - " 

"I read the one--" 

"I finally sent that one--I wanted you to 

marry me in my first note--! know you're too 

young, I'm robbing the high school cradle." 

II Ah- - II 

"You have no trade--You have a career ahead 

of you--" 

"No no--" 
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"--be a brakeman on the railroad, we'll live 

in a little house by the tracks, play the 920 

Club, have babies--I'll paint my kitchen chairs 

red--I'll paint the walls of our bedroom deep 

dark green or sumpin--I'll kiss you to wake up 

in the morning--." (60) 

As their relationship continues, Maggie clearly 

makes her sexual intentions known to the young Jacky. "I 

kiss Maggie--" he reports. "She throws herself right up 

to me, loose, little, young, all I have to do is mention 

the word kissing and she'll play kissing games. I was 

beginning to sense her sexuality now and it was too late" 

(116). She presses him further: 

"Jacky!" She's thrown herself, arms firm 

around my neck, loins into mine, but back arched 

as she leans back to throw her richness vision 

into mine--"! want to go home to a house to 

sleep with you and be married." 

I drooped to think about it--! had no idea 

what I should do--"Huh?" I pictured my mother 

saying Maggie was "too impatient," others 

talking about it, the sweet future of it with 

Maggie and I getting home late at night tired 

from a party and going up dark steps along rosy 
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wallpaper to the dim velvet darkness of the room 

upstairs. ( 117) 

Jacky knows the existence she envisions really is not what 

he wishes for himself, but he is still mesmerized by her 

and by his vision of "my son, in the snowing world--my 

house of brown" (117). Her desire to envelop Jacky in a 

cave of red and green is enormous. These colors are 

symbolic of Maggie: red, of her burgeoning sexuality, and 

green, not a spring-green, but a deep green, of her cave

like, dark personality. Jacky even describes life with 

Maggie in dark, dusty colors. But Jacky is still only 

prepared to go so far. 

Their involvement begins to wind down because Jacky 

is unable to make a commitment. One evening, "she'd 

started huffing and puffing against me unmistakably, it 

was my turn to be a man--and I didnt know what to do, no 

idea in my dull crowded-up-with-worlds brain that she 

wanted me that night; no knowledge of what that is" (127). 

This is the first of Jacky Duluoz's experiences with a 

series of women whom he sees as wishing to strip him of 

his innocence and to taint him with experience. Although 

he seeks experiences, he fears relinquishing his 

innocence. 
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Maggie has an odd attraction to the grim aspects of 

life. "'I've been feeling awful anyway--My uncle died, I 

saw him in his coffin,'" (96) she tells Jacky, continuing 

"'I dont even wanta leave the house--if all they've got is 

coffins, dead- -How could I work I dont even wanta live'" 

(96). But it appears not to be her uncle's death that 

obsesses her, but general malaise: "'I was feeling bad 

about you anyway- - but that's not what was wrong--but I 

cant tell you- - explain you- - '" (96). Even at Jacky's 

surprise seventeenth birthday party, she wants to dwell on 

strange tragedy: 

"God I wonder if my father had to go out and 

work in this muck--! oughta call home--Maybe 

Roy's car'll be stuck- -" In my arms, curled, 

brooding:- -"Did you hear about one of the 

Clancy triplets dying gee it was one of those 

things a sore throat and she died within a day-

I could tell you a lot about it but it's really 

heartbreaking so let's forget about it--" 

"You always follow the bad news around South 

Lowell always always." 

"I'm just so skeered somethin'll happen to my 

family--Did you hear about Eddie Coledana too? 

You know Eddie he's in the hospital a freight 



elevator fell from the fourth floor in the 

Suffolk Knitting Mills Company where he was a 

weaver, something went wrong, the elevator was 

falling the freight in it fell on top of him 

isn't that awful? Oh why do I think of it now 

at your party?" (109) 

23 

Maggie worries that this talk of gloom at his birthday 

party has made him angry, but then it is Jacky who 

silences himself, "afraid to say any more to bore her" 

(109). Maggie relaizes that life has its troubles and 

sadness; Jacky has led a sheltered life. His view of life 

is almost antipodal of Maggies's. Tragedy and related 

unpleasantness have not been a part of his life until now; 

and now that these things are thrust upon him he does not 

know how to react. 

Finally, Jacky is forced to realize that "Maggie 

wanted me to be more firm and binding in my contractual 

marriages of mate and heart with her--" (120). She wants 

Jacky-the-boy to grow up, "stop acting like a schoolboy 

and get ready to be busy in the world, make headways for 

her and our brood, and breed" (120). It is time for him 

to admit to himself that his love for Maggie does not fare 

"too well" (120). 
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It is March, and Jacky "pouted like a big baby over 

the thought of losing my home and going off into unknown 

suicides of weddings and honeymoons" (120). It is clear 

that he cannot fulfill any obligations of marriage and 

domestic security. Maggie, in her more experienced 

manner, attempts to make him feel better: "'It's okay, 

just go on going to school I dont wanta stop you or 

interfere with your career, you know what to do better 

than I do. You know, maybe you wouldn't be so practical 

to live with"' (12). She continues, "'So you really dont 

want to get mixed up with someone like me--You may think 

so now but I dont think . . . it' 11 . . . work . out'" 

(121). It is difficult to know whether Maggie honestly 

senses this ill-preparedness, or whether it is another of 

her games. Either way, Jacky admits that "Sometimes . 

I'd pretend to be asleep when Maggie said mad things. I 

didnt know what to do" (122). Indeed, Jacky does not know 

what to do; He has invited experience, but now he cannot 

live up to the expectations that sometimes come with 

experience. 

The time for high school graduation comes. Jacky and 

his mother decide that he should go to Columbia University 

in New York City, spending a year at Horace Mann 

Preparatory School first. Obviously, other experiences 
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await Jacky. The episode of Maggie ends; and, at the same 

time, a new episode begins. As he begins his fall term at 

Horace Mann, he remakes his visions. He pictures a new 

ideal wife who is "beautiful beyond belief, not Maggie, 

some gorgeous new blonde gold sexpot of starry perfection 

with lovely lace neck, soft long skin, inturned mouth top" 

(133). 

Jacky tries four times to return to Maggie. Once in 

November of that year they kissed madly, leaving Jacky to 

proclaim again, "We loved each other" (140). On New 

Year's Eve, one year after their first meeting, Maggie 

again urges him to make love to her. He has by this point 

had his first sexual experience with a prostitute in New 

York and hinted of it to Maggie. So now she wants him "to 

do to her what I did to 'them girls in New York'--" (141). 

"'Aw Maggie I cant do that to you!'" he cries (141) since 

he still believes that if he wants to marry her he must 

wait. 

The true end of their relationship comes at the 

Horace Mann spring prom. Jacky invites Maggie, but now 

she is the one in a world with which she has had no 

experience. She is definitely out of her element among 

these more fashionable girls since she "didnt even know it 

was done or how to do it or how to know" (145). She urges 
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Jacky to leave for some place more private than the 

ballroom. But he is reluctant. "The arrangements had 

been made for a gay party of cars to go downtown, uptown, 

places - -" he says; and although it is glaringly obvious 

that Maggie is having a dreadful time, he is determined to 

take part in all planned festivities. Maggie continues 

her plea to leave, and Jacky responds unsympathetically, 

"And isnt she the huffy puffy one in her dress 

cut low enough to show her breasts to the lot of 

us the hussy she must have more sass than my 

sister Sissy and seventeen others--" 

"You're all s's," I said 

"All s's and dont give a shit. There! I 

wanta leave." (146) 

Jacky wins: " -- the drives, cocktail parties, shows, 

scheduled arrangements, [are] all fulfilled , without 

fun - -" (149) he reports. He then sizes up Maggie against 

the new experience that New York has to offer, comparing 

Maggie in the Rex Ballroom to Maggie at the prep school 

prom. "Maggie lost," he says simply ( 151) . Jacky ends 

this experience with a return to boyhood camaraderie 

focusing on sports, high school pranks, and his male 

friends. 



The final section of the novel is set three years 

after the prom. Kerouac goes back to using third person 

throughout this final section, again distancing himself 

from the character who was once innocently passionate 

about Maggie. In this section, Jacky is home after 

dropping out of college, and he pays a visit to Maggie. 

"'You dont look the same--'" she tells him. "'You're a 

kid but you look. cold hearted er sumpin'" (155). 
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After she asks him how she looks he gives her an 

obligatory "'good.'" "'You didnt even look'" she counters 

(155). His attempt at having sex with her is thwarted by 

a "thick rubber girdle" and her "laugh(ing] in his face" 

(155); now it is Maggie who puts up the barriers to 

protect herself from Jacky. He drives her home, ending, 

for the reader at least, this episode with Maggie. 

The protagonist's insistence on trying to return, to 

recapture an old love indicates that his quest for 

experience has failed him. Had he gained knowledge and 

insight through this experience, he would have come full 

circle and not had the need to try to reclaim the 

experience; he could move on the wiser. 

According to Ann Charters, Kerouac told his mother 

she could read the book (185). His character, despite 

"his prayers after the pain of the hours with Maggie," 
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(185) remains a virgin. This portrayal pleased Kerouac's 

mother since she always felt that Mary Carney was too 

impatient, and so there was "nothing in the book that 

could worry her" (186). 

Jacky Duluoz asserts that "the only love can only be 

the first love" (21). As his first love, Maggie 

apparently shows up as a touchstone in Jack's future 

loves. McNally claims that "their romance would create an 

indelible image in Jack's mind of what a woman should be" 

( 2 8) • Charters says "[i]n some essential way it was his 

most precious dream, ... and since he never came even 

close to realizing it, it never left him" (186). Kerouac 

continued to "assert that his love for Mary was of an 

intensity never to be repeated," the relationship he 

measures others against (Nicosia 69-70). 

From the very beginning of the episode, the reader 

knows that this relationship is doomed. Jacky is an 

ambitious, competitive boy. He sees in Maggie and her 

gloomy anxiety an adventure he has not had, but a boy who 

dreams of attending Columbia is not destined to marry a 

high school drop-out. He accepts the experiences he feels 

ready to accept; then he deserts Maggie when his life in 

New York offers him yet more new experiences. 



CHAPTER III 

MARDOU FOX: SEXUAL FULFILLMENT 

Although in Maggie Cassidy the Kerouac's protagonist 

ventures toward sexual experience but does not culminate 

the experience, The Subterraneans (1958) chronicles a 

brief, but intense, fulfilled relationship that Jack 

Kerouac had with a mixed-race "strikingly beautiful" 

(Gifford and Lee 174) "hipster." Today she does not want 

to be identified, but rather prefers to be referred to in 

biographical accounts as "Irene May," the name given to 

the character she inspired in Kerouac's Book of Dreams 

(1960) (Gifford and Lee 174). The incidents reported in 

The Subterraneans occurred during the summer of 1953 

(Gifford and Lee 333), and Kerouac recorded them in a 

three night frenzy of typing in October, 1953 (Clark 127). 

This novel, by many accounts, records a true love 

story. It is also Kerouac's most sexually explicit work, 

so explicit that warren French reports that Kerouac asked 

his mother not to read it (46). Heinrich Straumann feels 

that in this novel "Kerouac gave full proof of his 

originality" (81). He points out that this novel does not 

follow through with the typical results of the set-up it 

creates. "It has nothing to do with the themes of race 
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relations, finding jobs or social questions" that would 

follow in the usual novel of this type (81). Straumann 

believes that although some of the developments, the 

uncertainties and alienation, are typical, 
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the fundamental tension result(s] from the wish 

to be "natural" and "hip" and the equally 

natural complexities of human love. The result 

is a powerful and yet delicate presentation of 

the changing moods of the young couple, more 

especially of the narrator, between an awareness 

of things alive and exotic and a feeling of 

existential anxiety, between the experience of a 

mysterious rapport and essential loneliness. 

(82) 

William Russell calls The Subterraneans "a valid and vivid 

document of the times" (61). Lawrence Lipton believes 

Kerouac "comes closest to the authentic voice of the 

people he is portraying" in this novel (250). Robert A. 

Hipkiss says that this novel "exposes most fully the 

attraction and repulsion that Kerouac felt toward both 

blacks and women" (8). Kenneth Rexroth, reviewing the 

book for the San Francisco Chronicle, writes that 

As a natural concomitant, Kerouac's attitude 

toward Negroes is what, in jazz circles, we call 
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Crow-Jimism, racism in reverse. This book is 

just one step removed from the "take me, you 

gorgeous black buck" trash of the lower 

paperbacks .... I sincerely hope the Negro 

girl of this sad, lost, marijuana-clouded, 

"therapist"-bedeviled story never actually 

existed, or at least that Kerouac himself is not 

the hero, because seldom has a man understood a 

woman less. ( 23) 

Jack Kerouac had the opportunity to defend The 

Subterraneans to his critics with his "Written Address to 

the Italian Judge" when the book was banned in Italy in 

1961. He insists that 

the form is strictly confessional in accordance 

with the confessional form of Fydor Dostoevsky's 

Notes From the Underground [sic]. The idea is 

to tell all about a recently concluded event in 

all its complexity, at least tell all that can 

be told without attempting to offend certain 

basic sensibilities in polite society .... In 

The Subterraneans, when I tell all, I tell 

within the bounds of institutionalized, modern, 

reasonably repentant common sense. First I pour 

out confessions of love, how I first met her, 
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what thoughts and memories were aroused. (109) 

Jack Kerouac's character is named Leo Percepied. The 

character based on "Irene May" is named, exotically, 

Mardou Fox. Hipkiss points out that Percepied is close to 

the French term for Oedipus (21), which also translates 

into pierced foot. Indeed, Leo loves and loses Mardou 

through a series of typically Kerouacean missteps. 

However, the emotion he feels for this woman is sincere 

and, for the time, deeply meaningful to him, in his way. 

It appears that, as French says, "Percepied is the 

fictional embodiment of the woman-degrading, male 

chauvinist, racist, and homophobic attitudes that have 

engendered some of the ugliest controversies in the United 

States since World War II" (47). 

The novel is set in San Francisco, although the 

actual events occurred in Greenwich Village (Sukenick 16). 

This book contains the most reconizable Beat characters of 

the three novels in this study. The main characters are 

based on the people surrounding Kerouac in New York at the 

time: Adam Moorad is Allen Ginsberg; Sam Vedder is Lucien 

Carr; Leroy is the name given to Neal Cassady; Frank 

Carmody is Williams. Burroughs; Yuri Gligoric is Gregory 

Corso; Balliol MacJones is John Clellon Holmes (Gifford 

and Lee 323-27). 
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The real Mardou Fox had grown up in a borough of New 

York City and is described as being as interested in 

exploring the deeper recesses of the city as Kerouac had 

been when he was at the preparatory school, Horace Mann. 

She worked as a telephone operator, and by the early 1950s 

she worked at a health book company that was run by "an 

editor of New York's defunct left-wing newspaper, P.M." 

{Gifford and Lee 174). 

As the story begins, it is apparent that the voice of 

Kerouac, masquerading as the first-person protagonist, 

Leo, is telling the tale with remorse and regret: "It 

began on a warm summernight--ah, she was sitting on a 

fender with Julien Alexander," and "let me begin with the 

history of the subterranean of San Francisco .. " (2). 

The anguished tone of the novel continues. Kerouac also 

has the compulsion to catalogue his personal flaws, 

showing that, as usual, the story is really about him. 

"This is the story of an unself-confident man, at the same 

time of an egomaniac," he says (1). He allows that it is 

difficult to tell a story such as this "when you're such 

an egomaniac all you can do is to take off on big 

paragraphs about minor details about yourself and the big 

soul details about others go sitting and waiting around" 

(5). Leo appears to make a point of apologizing for all 



this egomania; however, throughout the novel it is clear 

that he either believes he is justified in all his self

absorption or that when he makes confession he is really 

waiting for someone to say "no, no, you're not an ego

maniac; you just need someone to understand you." 
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Leo's first glimpse of Mardou Fox "made me think, 

'By God, I've got to get involved with that little woman' 

and maybe too because she was Negro" (3). He states twice 

more this need not to "meet" her, but rather to "get 

involved" with her, to rush in head-long and take over. 

With assertion he attempts to catch her attention by 

"shoot[ing] her the glad eye the sex eye" (3). His desire 

to kiss her and experience her "sexuality-looking 

greatness" (4), although he has yet to speak a word to 

her, is explained away, "I am crudely malely sexual and 

cannot help myself and have lecherous and so on 

propensities as almost all my male readers no doubt are 

the same - -" (5). He is establishing himself here as first 

and foremost a member of the community of males. He 

nudges his male readers with a "we're-all-like-this-

aren't-we?" elbow. 

The narrator finally gets around to a physical 

description of Mardou: 

dark feet, thongs of sandals, dark eyes, little 
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soft brown face, Rita Savage-like cheeks and 

lips, little secretive intimacy and somehow now 

softly snakelike charm as befits a little thin 

brown woman disposed to wearing dark clothes, 

poor beat subterranean clothes. (15) 

He diminishes her physically as he continues to describe 

her in terms of "little," "thin," and with the receding 

color of "brown." In addition she is "snakelike," 

offering him the apple of experience. 

Leo is interested in her voice: 

the cultured funny tones of part Beach, part I. 

Magnin model, part Berkeley, part Negro 

highclass, something, a mixture of langue and 

style of talking and use of words I'd never 

heard before except in certain rare girls of 

course white and so strange (10). 

He refers throughout the book to her speech patterns, 

"that junky-like emphasis on the ings where she presses 

down on her ings like many junkies I know" (131). Ann 

Charters writes that her speech reminded him of "the cool 

sound of bop singers" (194). 

An important consideration for Leo is her connections 

to the world of the subterraneans, the hipsters. This 

group is described to Leo by Adam Moorad as 
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"hip without being slick, they are intelligent 

without being corny, they are intellectual as 

hell and know all about Pound without being 

pretentious or talking too much about it, they 

are very quiet, they are very Christ-like." (2) 

Leo definitely aspires to this state, and Mardou can serve 

as a conduit. These hipsters, too, have an open attitude 

about relationships: "'This has been an incestuous group 

in its time"' ( 6) he is told. "Irene May" says that 

indeed "he was so busy wanting to get involved and know 

this one group of people who didn't want to know him" 

(Gifford and Lee 176). Charters says that Kerouac was 

destined to be an outsider since he "had lived for so many 

years with Memere that he could never be part of the East 

Village scene" (191). 

Leo Percepied is painfully aware that he has entered 

a subterranean otherworld with his interest in Mardou and 

her subterranean life. Early in the novel he says, 

I am a Canuck, I could not speak English till I 

was s or 6, at 16 I spoke with a halting accent 

and was a big blue baby in school though varsity 

basketball later and if not for that no one 

would have noticed I could cope in any way with 

the world (underself-confidence) and would have 



been put in the madhouse for some kind of 

inadequacy. (5) 
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Later, feeling out of place due to age and different 

experiences, he describes himself as a 

big paranoiac [bum] of ships and railroads and 

novels and all that hatefulness which in myself 

is to myself so evident and so to others too-

though and because ten years younger than I 

seeing none of my virtues .... (9) 

Leo is awed by these people, these subterraneans; and 

he acts very much like a tourist in this otherworld, 

cataloguing these people: 

Out of the bar were pouring interesting people, 

the night making a great impression on me, some 

kind of Truman-Capote-haired dark Marlon Brando 

with a beautiful thin birl or girl in boy slacks 

with stars in her eyes and hips that seemed so 

soft when she put her hands in her slacks I 

could see the change--and dark thin slackpant 

legs dropping down to little feet, and that 

face, and with them a guy with another beautiful 

doll, the guy's name Rob and he's some kind of 

adventurous Israeli soldier with a British 

accent whom I suppose you might find in some 
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Riviera bar at 5 A.M. drinking everything in 

sight alphbetically with a bunch of interesting 

crazy international-set friends on a 

spree-- .... (7) 

The realization that these people are different remains 

with Leo. A few months before was his "first contact with 

the subterraneans" (8). 

But, as Adam Moorad warns Leo, "[Mardou is] a whole 

lot and not a little crazy--she's having therapy, has 

apparently very seriously flipped only very recently'" 

(15), and "has apparently real hallucinations concerning 

nuns in the orphanage where she was raised" (16). Mardou 

was seeing a psychoanalyst at the time; but as she and Leo 

begin to see more of each other, she tends to forget her 

appointments. That she misses appointments concerns Leo, 

but not enough for him to allow her to leave him in order 

to keep them. 

Part of Mardou's appeal to Leo rests in some of her 

qualities that he sees as masculine. She "tomboyed" with 

him (Nicosia 441). As they walk down the street with 

Moorad, Leo is "pleased that she was able to walk as fast 

as we were" (17). He delights in a wrestling match she 

strikes up with Moorad and is impressed with her "game

guts wrestling" (90). This playfulness makes her appear 
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"buddy like, joining in," but still "humble and meek too 

and a real woman" (90). He is thrilled with an imitation 

she does of a friend's manner of walking. It "amazed him 

so much" (69), he says, that she could adopt the stride of 

a man. After she tells him her life story of 

institutions and illness, he is awed by her resilience, a 

resilience he expects to find only in men: "I had never 

heard such a story from such a soul except from the great 

men I had known in my youth, great heroes of America I'd 

been buddies with" ( 49). "No girl" he continues, "had 

ever moved me with a story of spiritual suffering and so 

beautifully her soul showing out radiant as an angel 

wandering in hell" (50). In addition, she reads. Unlike 

most of Kerouac's female characters "[s]he reads till gray 

dawn, head on one arm, Don Quixote [sic], Proust, 

anything- -" (70). He admits that he admires her 

intelligence (79), but it is the "amazing fact [that] she 

is the only girl I've ever known who could really 

understand bop and sing it" (92) that he appears to 

respect about her. "'You're the child of Bop'" MacJones 

tells her (136). Because of his sense of ownership Leo is 

proud that MacJones noticed: "'He sees now that I have a 

real great chick'" (136). In Lawrence Lipton's book, The 

Holy Barbarians, a young woman recalls that "'The only 



chance for a woman to establish a genuinely good 

relationship with these guys is to genuinely share their 

enthusiasm for the music'" (20). This observation seems 

to be true in Mardou's case. According to Nicosia, 
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Kerouac was to have written that he loved "Irene May" 

"'not only as a "woman," but as a "man"'" (442). It 

appears that her interest in jazz helps Kerouac form this 

opinion. 

Probably most compelling to him is her complex 

lineage. Sukenick states that the Beat Generation is 

based on "the itinerant mode in American culture, the idea 

of the hobo" (66). Frederick Feied writes that 

Kerouac is constantly haunted by visions of lost 

bums, solitary figures tramping their rounds 

from one end of the States to the other. He is 

filled with a poignant awareness of their 

loneliness, their isolation, both spiritual and 

physical. ( 65) 

Mardou is related to this idea by virtue of her 

alleged paternity. Her African-American mother died in 

childbirth, but her father is a living example of Leo's 

(and Kerouac's) favorite character-type. He was an 

"unknown Cherokee-halfbreed ... a hobo who'd come 

throwing torn shoes across gray plains of fall in black 
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sombrero and pink scarf squatting by hotdog fires casting 

Tokay empties into the night 'Yaa Calexico!'" (22). 

Leo continues to be awed by this man, who is a hero 

to him. Mardou is the daughter of a hero. As she talks 

to him about her "flipping and her minor fugues" (27), Leo 

admits that he has his own 

absorptions concerning her father the founder of 

her flesh and predecessor terror-ee of her 

terrors and knower of much greater flips and 

madness than she in psychoanalytic-induced 

anxieties could ever even summon up to just 

imagine (27). 

Leo assumes that Mardou's father survived much more 

difficult times than she has. He has a "concern for her 

father, because I'd been out there" (28). Indeed, he is 

concerned for the next thirty-four lines of the novel, and 

it is not until the narrator is finished imagining her 

father that he and Mardou begin on a "deeper level of love 

and histories of respect and shame" (29). 

Mardou's paternity links her to Kerouac's real-life, 

long-time companion, Neal Cassady. After spending most of 

their marriage traveling in a "bizarre house-truck" 

(Plummer 12) with several children, Cassady's father and 

mother divorced when Neal was six years old, leaving him 
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to exist with his father in a series of Denver flophouses 

and soup kitchens. His father worked a chair in a local 

barbershop on Saturdays, but that appears to be their only 

means of support. By the time Neal was ten years old, he 

went to live with his mother; and the whereabouts of his 

father became a mystery (12-17). Dennis McNally calls 

Mardou "another sufferer like Neal" (173). Ann Charters 

observes that 

what excited [Kerouac] most was that she 

reminded him of Neal Cassady. She was a girl 

who'd suffered in her own life as Neal had but 

chauvinistically Jack thought she'd only 

scratched the surface, she could never come 

close to the depths of Cassady's madness in her 

anxieties. (195) 

As in Maggie Cassidy, the protagonist begins to write 

early in the relationship that it is doomed. He recalls 

that at their first meeting she went up to Moorad and 

introduced herself. That "should have been my first 

inkling of the prophecy of what was to come," he says~ 

"You always go for the ones who don't really want you" 

(8). But he admits that he wants to use a relationship to 

hurt himself. He 

should have known from her original announcement 



of independence to believe in the sincerity of 

her distaste for involvement, instead [of] 

hurling on at her as if and because in fact I 

wanted to be hurt and lacerate myself. (14) 
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He also has "doubts" which he justifies as "my male self

contained doubts" (60), and he uses them effectively to 

build his self-fulfilling prophecy of the short-term 

relationship. 

The relationship is doomed for several reasons; but 

mainly the problems lie in Leo's persistent drinking, his 

insistence on being with "the boys," and his self-induced 

mistrust of Mardou. He describes a moment of closeness 

and adds "not drinking because of broke, poverty would 

have saved this romance" (95). He knows that his 

compulsiveness will be the downfall of this relationship, 

but he appears not to have the true desire or fortitude to 

stop. Leo's insistence on a meal of "egg foo young 

[sic]," even though Mardou hated it, he knows is "typical 

of my later behavior I was already forcing down her 

throat" (22). However, Mardou seems to see the inferior 

role in this relationship which she is destined to fill as 

they discuss when Leo will return to her from his mother's 

house, where he still lives. "'It's up to you--to say 

when, ' " she says. "'I'm not supposed to' " ( 54) . 
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Although he madly proclaims his love to Mardou, Leo 

still considers himself a boy, ready to run wildly through 

the streets leaving his love behind. After establishing 

his relationship with Mardou, he appears to keep her at a 

distance with a pattern of mad rushing from bar to bar, 

apartment to apartment, place to place. Their time alone 

is reduced to their time spent in bed. The real Mardou is 

quoted in Gifford and Lee's book as stating "I got tired 

of what was going on in conjunction with all the drinking, 

and barging in on people and going this place and the 

other" (176). Leo exhibits a disdain for women who do not 

wish to share their men with other men all the time. He 

mentions a particularly gleeful evening he spends with a 

friend who is "usually unattainable ... due to his woman 

who always wanted to go home alone with him" (137). 

Despite Leo's talk about the desire for a nuclear family, 

he certainly seems to have no respect for the families of 

other people. 

Leo discusses marriage and flight to Mexico (55). 

Then he decides (echoing Maggie) to "get a job on the 

railroad and we'll live together" (57). He thinks of 

taking her for "my long love wife" (65) despite potential 

family objections, and he hopes that she will "'turn out 

to be the woman who can really live with me in profound 
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solitude of woods . and grow old with me in my cottage 

of peace'" (83). His becoming a successful writer can 

solve all their troubles. "'I'll be a famous man and 

you'll be the dignified wife of a famous man so don't 

worry'" (94), he tells her when she expresses concern over 

the public's reaction to their interracial relationship. 

But however much lip service Leo pays to a long-term 

commitment to Mardou, he busily looks for roadblocks. He 

appears to like the sound of commitment, but not the 

reality. 

In fact, part of Leo's problem with Mardou is that 

she is of mixed race. Of course, that she is of mixed 

race was what attracted him to her in the first place. 

But as the relationship continues, this element disturbs 

him more and more. He twice goes so far as to mention a 

feeling of "revulsion" for the sleeping Mardou (24, 53). 

In Kerouac's real relationship with "Irene May" those 

things that brought him to her also drove him away. "She 

was too hip, too cool" (173), reports Dennis McNally. 

Kerouac distrusted her '"city decadent intellectual dead

ended in cause-and-effect analyses and solutions' 

mentality, her sloppiness and intensity, her closeness to 

his soul, her blackness" (173). William Russell points 

out that "Kerouac has not transcended white chauvinism; he 



has simply treated Negro 'inferiority' as a sort of 

latter-day 'noble savagery'" (62). 
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Leo admits that he is always "putting [Mardou] to a 

test" (71), but in the beginning of their relationship he 

dismisses this treatment of Mardou as appropriate behavior 

since "in those days her love [meant] no more to me than 

that I had a nice convenient dog chasing after me" (72). 

In this same scene, when he does think of her as a human, 

he sees her as ''following me down dark dobe [sic] streets 

of slums of Mexico City not walking with me but following, 

like Indian woman" (72). This same image is repeated when 

he imagines their life in Mexico when she will be "padding 

wifelike Ruthlike to follow me" (55). 

As the relationship progresses, he begins to be 

plagued by jealousy as the result of a dream he has of 

Mardou "necking furiously" with Yuri (86). He continues 

with this jealousy, again constructing a self-fulfilling 

prophecy, by accusing Mardou of an interest in Yuri. 

Russell points out that "he drives her to infidelity 

because he expects it of her" (62). 

Before the relationship ends of its own accord, Leo 

plots to rid himself of Mardou. Despite her patience and 

acceptance of him, he feels the need to break from her, 

even if he needs to make up reasons and excuses to do so. 



Thus begins a pattern of cruel actions and jealous 

feelings that take them to the break up of their 

relationship. At one point he admits that he had been 

"plotting ... for about three weeks now, to rid of 

Mardou [sic], without her being hurt, even if possible 

'without her noticing' so as to get back to more 

comfortable modes of life" (111). 
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"I made my first foolish mistake in my life and love 

with Mardou, refusing to go home with all the others at 3 

A.M.," he begins (52). So they stay at a friend's home as 

Leo becomes more drunk and loud and as Mardou spends the 

time "loving me so not complaining and on her little bare 

thonged brown feet padding around the kitchen after me" 

(52). After the host accuses Mardou of stealing a 

pornographic picture, there appears to be no resolution, 

no evidence of Leo's defending his love from the anger of 

his own friends; but rather Leo retires and reflects on 

"the first of so many indignities piled on her. 

little female dignities" (53). When his friends pay 

attention to her, he grows jealous, not of that attention, 

but of the fact that they are not paying attention to him: 

I had my hand on Larry's knee shouting "But 

listen to me, but listen to me!" wanting to make 

my point so bad there was a big crazy plead in 
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the tone and Larry deeply engrossed in what 

Mardou is saying. I suddenly leap up and 

rush to the door. (101) 

Leo leaves Mardou to go sit "in the park with the 

boys as agreed" (91) on Sundays, admits that when he has 

the chance to indulge his "literary avidity" that he pays 

"less attention therefore to Mardou" (113), and finally 

tells himself while walking through the city that he meets 

many "young good-looking Mex chicks each one making me say 

to myself with contempt 'Ah they're almost all of 'em 

better than Mardou, all I gotta do is get one of them'" 

(128). 

bang: 

The end comes with an adolescent, self-indulgent 

And Mardou wasn't any further impressed when, at 

Yuri's insistence, I went to the phone and spoke 

to Sam . and agreed to meet him later at the 

bar across from the office--"We'll all go! we'll 

all go!" I'm screaming by now and even Adam and 

Frank are yawning ready to go home and Jones is 

long gone ... I dragging Mardou down to a 

cab. and she in her little voice I hear 

protesting from far away, "But Leo, dear Leo, I 

want to go home and sleep."--"Ah hell!" and I 
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give Sam's address to the taxidriver, she says 

NO, insists, gives Heavenly Lane, "Take me there 

first and then go to Sam's" but I'm really 

seriously hung up on the undeniable fact that if 

I take her to Heavenly Lane first the cab will 

never make it to Sam's waiting bar before 

closing time, so I argue, we harangue hurling 

different addresses at the cab driver ... but 

suddenly ... I leap out of the cab and rush 

out and there's another one, I jump in, give 

Sam's address and off he guns her--Mardou left 

in the night, sick, and tired, and me 

intending to pay the second cab with the buck 

she'd entrusted to Adam to get her a sandwich. 

(139) 

"I paid her back for what she done to me" he believes 

(139). Leo leaves Mardou to be with the gang, very much 

like Jacky Duluoz's last weekend with Maggie Cassidy and 

his insistence (and the insecurities that propel this 

insistence) on being with the gang at the risk of 

alienating a woman he professes to love. 

Eventually realizing what he has done, Leo goes to 

the South San Francisco railroad, where he has a vision of 

his mother. "'Poor Little Leo ... you suffer, men 
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suffer so'" the vision says (142). He says that he 

realizes that "women all mean well--this I knew--women 

love, bend over you--you'd as soon betray a woman's love 

as spit on your own feet" (143). He knows that he "'threw 

away a little woman's love because [he] wanted another 

drink with a rowdy friend from the other side of [his] 

insanity'" (143). So Leo goes back to Mardou with the 

plan to give their relationship another try. He knows he 

will have to deal with some protestations, but "always the 

man can make the little woman bend, she was made to bend" 

(147). Mardou, however, surprises him by telling him that 

she slept with Yuri the night that Leo left her. Men 

"'have a war,'" she tells him. "'To them a woman is a 

prize, to Yuri it's just that your prize has less value 

now'" (150). Although Leo is aware of Mardou's sexual 

conduct when he begins his relationship her, he is stung 

by her actions. 

Saying "And I go home having lost her love. And 

write this book" (152), he closes this novel. 

Charters contends that the 

pride in tossing The Subterraneans off in three 

nights gave [Kerouac] more lasting satisfaction 

than anything that happened between him and the 

girl that summer. Although he'd felt protective 
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toward her, he never got that deeply emotionally 

involved (195). 

He was more worried about his reputation as a writer, 

among his friends and the general public, than about his 

relationship with "Irene May" (195). 

"Irene May" says in Gifford and Lee's book that 

she "liked Jack, at times almost like a brother" (175). 

She admits that "At that time, I was barely able to do 

anything (or I had talked myself into thinking I couldn't 

without my therapist's approval), and Jack in his own way 

was helpless. We were both really play-acting at serious 

life" (175). But she believes that Kerouac had a skewed 

vision of their time together. She describes him as "a 

little boy bringing a decapitated rat to me and saying, 

'Look, here's my present for you.' These were not the 

times as I knew them and the people, with the exception of 

his friends, were not as I knew them" (176). 

On the subject of women, "Irene May" says 

Women liked him. I think he was very fond of 

women, but I don't think he was up to the 

responsibility of taking on a wife who was going 

to be dependent on him. He needed someone to 

take care of him. (182) 
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Gregory Corso is said to have read The Subterraneans and 

realized how much Kerouac had loved Mardou. Corso's 

subsequent apology and explanation of his "vast 

unhappiness and insecurity" brought him closer to Kerouac 

(Nicosia 568). 

It appears that in The Subterraneans Leo chooses a 

relationship with a woman partly for her almost male 

friendship and partly for her ultimate inaccessibility. 

Since she has qualities that make her imperfect as a "long 

love wife," Leo feels justified in his ill treatment of 

her. Through her he gets a taste of the subterranean 

world that interests him without having to become an 

integral part of that world or of Mardou's life. He has 

yet another experience; and when that experience calls for 

even the mildest form of commitment, providing company on 

the way home in the taxi, he cannot make that commitment. 

In this episode of his quest, Kerouac/Leo comes 

closest to true experience. His early identification of 

Mardou's male-like qualities suggests that he might 

experience her as a person, a promise that is unfulfilled. 

This experience comes close enough to fruition to worry 

the Kerouac protagonist. He has no desire to try to 

rekindle his relationship with Mardou as he had done with 

Maggie Cassidy. 
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In Maggie Cassidy Jacky returns to innocence through 

high school graduation, then sets out for the world of New 

York City. After his New York experience with Mardou, Leo 

cannot return, either to perfect innocence or to the 

relationship, so he chooses to write out the experience. 

Writing puts the happenings at one remove; he controls 

them yet distances himself from them. Through the writing 

he purges himself of the episode so he can move on. 



CHAPTER IV 

TRISTESSA: RETURN TO CHASTITY 

Published in 1960, Tristessa is a novel about the 

events in Jack Kerouac's life during a period in the 

summer of 1955 and briefly again in 1956. The novel was 

basically ignored when it was published, receiving only 

four reviews in America, all unfavorable (Clark 184). Ann 

Charters reports that Kerouac began the novel while in 

Mexico City in August, 1955, a few nights after he first 

meets Tristessa, when 

(t]he kids from a Mexican family downstairs were 

having a great time on his roof burning a bed to 

get rid of the bugs. Jack entered into the fun, 

fanning the fire with his own mattress. They 

finally went back down stairs, but he couldn't 

sleep, so he sat up in his room and in the 

candlelight began a long short story about the 

Mexican girl who was (Bill] Garver's connection 

for morphine in the slums, a story he finished a 

year later in Mexico City and published as 

Tristessa. (224) 

In Maggie Cassidy, Jacky leaves for New York, the 

setting for The Subterraneans. In that novel, Leo 
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promises Mardou that they can go to Mexico, the setting 

for this, the third novel, which exposes the third and 

final stage in the protagonists' quest, the return to 

chastity. Tristessa's central relationship deals with a 

Mexican morphine addict, Tristessa, and Jack Duluoz, the 

grown-up Jacky of Maggie Cassidy. Tristessa is the 

fictionalized Esperanza Villanueva (Charters 224), the 

widow of William Burroughs' former drug dealer, Dave 

Tercerero (Nicosia 476). Kerouac changed her name from 

hope (Esperanza) to sadness (Tristessa) (Charters 224). 

Tristessa takes Jack into a world of poverty and 

addiction. Still naive, Jack sees this world as a 

primeval paradise. He looks at Tristessa's painful 

addiction as almost holy, echoing the Madonna images Jacky 

attached to Maggie 

The protagonist, Jack Duluoz, is an outsider in a 

world he wants to understand; but because he was simply 

born in a another place and time, he never will. 

Tristessa lives in a world of poverty and drug addiction, 

which cannot be changed and which she does not appear _to 

want changed. warren French calls this novel a tale about 

"an impressionable American visitor's encounter in the 

slums of Mexico City with a tragically beautiful dope 

addict and other exotic types" (93). He continues to say 
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that Duluoz plays "The stereotype of the bug-eyed tourist" 

who travels with "a dufflebag full of notions about the 

joys of the underprivileged" (93). McNally calls the 

novel "A religious meditation on pain" (196). 

Many critics compare Tristessa to The Subterraneans. 

"In some ways Tristessa is a more emphatically Buddhist 

replay of The Subterraneans, and so lacks some of the 

vitality of the earlier novel," says Gerald Nicosia (477). 

Charters examines Tristessa's similarities to Mardou Fox: 

"Her appeal was like 'Mardou's,' a tight, black, wasted 

sexuality. Jack was fascinated with her sexy clothes, her 

dark glasses and her provocative walk" (224). Gregory 

Stephenson reiterates her likeness to Mardou and adds that 

she also resembles Maggie Cassidy because "[d]espite 

Tristessa's dissoluteness, she is as innocent and unself

consciously erotic" (34) as Maggie. Regina Weinrich looks 

at both The Subterraneans and Tristessa as twists on the 

theme of courtly love. Weinrich compares the Kerouac 

character to a "squire in service to his knight" (131) who 

happens to be either Mardou or Tristessa, both women who 

live in a different world than the male protagonists. She 

continues to say that the Kerouac character experiences 

the traditional symptoms of courtly love: "love sickness 



and total absorption in the love object" (131). This 

comparison can also be made to Maggie Cassidy. 

Again, Kerouac has chosen a woman who is more 

experienced than he is and who is unattainable: 
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Tristessa lived the law of the Buddha 

instinctively, unthinkingly, every action of her 

life proof to Jack (Kerouac] of the Buddhist law 

that all life was suffering. 

Tristessa was, after all, a junkie and a 

prostitute. She was further removed from the 

possibility of any close relationship with him 

by being an Azteca, an Indian girl with black 

slick hair hanging in two pigtails, the roll-sod 

hairdo style of the Cathedral Indians. This 

just made her more exotic. (Charters 225) 

The magnitude of her drug addiction also made her 

unattainable. "Shooting ten grams of morphine a month" 

(225), Tristessa was always high or sick. Again the 

Kerouac protagonist got more than he bargained for. But 

again, as Stephenson points out, Kerouac's main character 

is in search of two things: faith and human love (33). 

For Jack Duluoz, Tristessa embodies both quests. At this 

point in his life, Kerouac had chosen the Buddhist code of 

celibacy. For this reason, as well as his use of morphine 
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and pain from his phlebitis, this relationship was 

apparently not sexual for the vast majority of its 

duration (Gifford and Lee 191). 

The novel is divided into two parts: part one is 

entitled "Trembling and Chaste," which is the entry into 

this otherworld; part two, "A Year Later," which is an 

attempted return to otherworld. 

Jack describes the otherworld he enters with 

Tristessa: 

here I am in Mexico City, rainy Saturday night, 

mysteries, old dream sidestreets with no names 

reeling in, the little street where I'd walked 

through crowds of gloomy Hobo Indians wrapped in 

tragic shawls enough to make you cry .... " 

( 7) 

The tenement in which Tristessa lives is a scene of 

squalor which Jack has never experienced: 

We go through dripping faucets and pails and 

boys and duck under wash and come to her iron 

door, which from adobe withins is unlocked ~nd 

we step in the kitchen the rain still falling 

from the leaves and boards that served as the 

kitchen roof--allowing little drizzles to fizzle 

in the kitchen over the chicken garbage in the 



damp corner-- ... The inside bedroom is 

littered completely and ransacked as by madmen 

with torn newpapers • • ( 9 ) 

In addition, Tristessa shares her little home with a 

Chihuahua bitch in heat, a screaming rooster, a kitten, 

and a chuckling hen (13). 
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Physically, Tristessa is described, like the other 

Kerouac females, as beautiful. The first mention of her 

in the novel shows her "high, beautiful as ever, goin home 

gayly to go to bed and enjoy her morphine" (7). To Jack 

she "[l]ooks as beautiful as Ava Gardner and even better 

like a Black Ava Gardner" (23). The difference between 

them is that "Tristessa hasnt got that expression of sex

smile" (23) according to Jack. This appearance of 

relative chastity helps him forget that she is, indeed, a 

prostitute. Tristessa has not only exotic, therefore 

unpossessable, beauty, but also a feistiness that compels 

Jack: 

Gorgeous ripples of pear shape her skin to 

her cheekbones, and long sad eyelids, and V~rgin 

Mary resignation, and peachy coffee complexion 

and eyes of astonishing mystery with nothing

but-earth-depth expressionless half disdain and 

half mournful lamentation of pain. "I am seek," 
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she's always saying to me and Bull at the 

pad .... Tristessa is trying long harangues 

to explain that the night before when I put her 

in the cab the driver'd tried to make her and 

she hit him with her fist. (8) 

He admits, however, that her beauty is not perfect: 

"It's got faults and errors, but all men and women have 

them" ( 23). 

Duluoz has the desire to possess her, to flaunt her 

beauty to his friends. He is as enchanted with her speech 

as Leo Percepied was with Mardou's. Even with all her 

idiosyncrasies, she would make a lovely possession: 

She is such a beautiful girl, I wonder what all 

my friends would say back in New York and up in 

San Francisco, and what would happen down in 

Nola when you see her cutting down Canal Street 

in the hot sun and she has dark glasses and a 

lazy walk and keeps trying to tie her kimono to 

her thin overcoat as though the kimono was 

supposed to tie to the coat, tugging 

convulsively at it and goofing in the street 

saying "Here ees the cab--hey hees hey who-

there you go--I breeng you back the moa - ny." 

Money's moany. She makes money sound like my 
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old French Canadian Aunt in Lawrence "It's not 

you moany, that I want, it's you loave"--Love is 

loave. "Eets you lawv." The law is lawv.--Same 

with Tristessa, she is so high all the time, and 

sick, shooting ten gramos of morphine per 

month,--staggering down the city streets yet so 

beautiful people keep turning and looking at 

her--Her eyes are radiant and shining and her 

cheek is wet from the mist ... Her shoes 

she keeps looking at are brand new not scrawny, 

but she lets her nylons keep falling and keeps 

pulling on them and convulsively twisting her 

feet--You picture what a beautiful girl in New 

York, wearing a flowery wide skirt a la New Look 

with Dior flat bosomed pink cashmere sweater, 

and her lips and eyes do the same and do the 

rest. Here is reduced to impoverished Indian 

Lady gloomclothes--You see the Indian ladies in 

the inscrutable dark of doorways, looking like 

holes in the wall not women--their clothes-~and 

you look again and see the brave, the noble 

mujer, the mother, the woman, the Virgin Mary of 

Mexico. (10-11) 
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Jack does not trust in Tristessa from the beginning. 

In a dream he has, Tristessa is a pickpocket (16). This 

same dream causes him to ask "'Do you know women as well 

as you think you do?'" (16). He imagines that the "bridge 

of her nose" looks "evil and conniving" and compares her 

to "evil Indian Joe of Huckleberry Finn, plotting my 

demise" (18). Finally, toward the end of part one of the 

novel, he admits that she is "Sympaticus Tristessa with 

her heart a gold gate, I'd first dug to be an evil 

enchantress" (58). 

In part one, Jack claims he loves her, but not 

sexually, since he has "sworn off lust with women. 

sworn off sexuality and the inhibiting impulse" (22). 

Tristessa knows that she is doomed, and she urges Jack to 

lead his own life. This request, of course, makes her all 

the more appealing since "she is giving me my life back 

and not claiming it for herself as so many of the women 

you love do claim" (22). But mingled with the desire he 

has for her is the desire to flee: "I love her but I want 

to leave" (22). In his vivid imagination he can "picture 

myself and Tristessa waking up in our nuptial roadbed"; and 

although he has had little experience with morphine, "she 

shoots me in or I shoot myself" (49). Charters notes that 

because Tristessa is preoccupied with her own illness and 
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death, she has not the time nor effort to love Jack nor to 

become possessive of him (225). 

Despite her drug addiction and prostitution, Jack 

describes Tristessa in terms of saintliness. She has 

already been repeatedly referred to as "Virgin Mary" (8) 

and "Virgin Mary of Mexico" (11), and he frequently 

describes her as "holy." Jack never actually says that 

she is a prostitute; but, given the circumstances in which 

she lives, most critics have agreed that she must be. She 

is religious, Catholic, something else that Jack is drawn 

to. She has an icon which he notices 

represent[ing] the Holy Mother staring out of 

her blue charaderees, her robes and Damema 

arrangements .... The Virgin Mary has a 

candle, a bunch of glass-fulla-wax economical 

burners that go for weeks on end. 

Around it are pictures of the dead-- . So 

she has photo of dead Dave my old buddy of 

previous years now dead .... Tristessa keeps 

clasping her hands and praying, saying, too, "I 

love Dave," she had loved her former master. 

(12) 

There is evidence of what today we would call sexual 

exploitation although it is underplayed, strangely, by 



virtue of its routineness: "When Tristessa was 12 years 

old suitors twisted her arm in the sun outside the 

mother's cooking door--I've seen it a million times, in 

Mexico the young men want the young girls" (56). 
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At the end of part one, Jack and Tristessa part as he 

puts her in a taxi for home. The taxi is white, 

symbolizing his feelings of purity and divinity about 

Tristessa. Their final conversation is almost a litany: 

"We are nothing." 

"Tomorrow we may be die [sic]." 

"We are nothing." 

"You and Me." ( 59) 

Jack, in the voice of the narrator, also has a litany to 

conclude the episode: 

Since beginningless time and into the never

ending future, men have loved women without 

telling them, and the Lord has loved them 

without telling, and the void is not the void 

because there's nothing to be empty of. (59) 

The leave taking is amiable and does not have the 

finality of Leo's parting from Mardou or Jacky's final 

parting from Maggie. Actually, it is final, but Jack will 

not realize this until later. 
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The beginning of part two finds Jack regretting some 

of his behavior of a year earlier. He had kept up a 

correspondence with Tristessa, and in those letters he 

almost told her he loved her. He holds back, as usual; 

but when he returns to Mexico City and finds that Old Bull 

Gaines has decided he wants to marry Tristessa in order to 

obtain his Mexican citizenship, Jack feels somewhat 

betrayed. Gaines explains that it will be simply a 

marriage of convenience since Tristessa needs the money he 

will give her. Now Jack seems to berate himself: "last 

summer ... Tristessa was mine, mine, and I wouldnt take 

her--I had some silly ascetic or celibacious notion that I 

must not touch a woman--My touch might have saved her--" 

(65). Exactly how that would have been done he never 

says. 

But Jack finds that Tristessa is beyond salvation. 

In the last year, she has been experiencing paralysis and 

the development of cysts due to her morphine use and, now, 

sleeping pill abuse. However, his desire for possession 

is still there, along with the usual caveat: ''Trouble is, 

what would I do with her once I'd won her?--it's like 

winning an angel in hell and you are then entitled to go 

down with her to where it's worse" (66). But despite the 

fact that Old Bull Gaines, knowing how to handle junkies, 
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would be a more suitable partner for Tristessa than Jack, 

Jack wants her more than ever: 

I've already finally in a cab and once on the 

street told Tristessa I love her--"Yo te amo"-

No reply--She lies to Bull and tells him I 

propositioned her saying "You've slept with a 

lot of men, why not sleep with me"--No such 

thing ever said, just "Yo te amo"--Because I do 

love her--But what to do with her. (69) 

Finally, although Jack is still mesmerized by her, he 

realizes that she is more than he can handle. He sees "a 

strange woman up the steps, unearthly and pale, slow, 

majestic, neither young nor old, I cant help staring at 

her and even when I realize it's Tristessa I keep staring" 

(72-73). He now calls her "the sad mutilated blue 

Madonna," and their relationship is mutilated as well: 

for me to keep saying that I love her is a 

bleeding lie--She hates me and I hate her, make 

no bones about it--I hate her because she hates 

me, no other reason--She hates me because I dont 

know, I guess I was too pious last year. (73) 

He stays with her, however, through a night of wandering 

through the streets, looking for more morphine and a place 

to sleep. Neither of these things is easy to find. Due 



to drug-induced frenzies in the past year, Tristessa has 

worn out her welcome in many of the places she used to 

frequent. She cannot walk; she falls; Jack is convinced 

she is dying. Finally, Jack goes home to bed, leaving 

Tristessa with a friend. 
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Since it is now obvious that they will not marry, 

Jack says "'I wanted Tristessa to be my third wife'" (90). 

It appears at the end of the novel that Tristessa will 

marry Bull Gaines and that both of them prefer morphine to 

love. Jack's self-diagnosis tells him that since he does 

not like morphine, he cannot marry Tristessa. More to the 

point, however, Jack is again straying too far away from 

his middle-class convictions. He has sought the 

experience that a relationship with Tristessa will bring; 

but when the intensity is too much and the price too high, 

he looks for a reason to leave. 

Nicosia points out that just like The 

Subterraneans, Tristessa "ends where it begins, at the 

point where art merges with life, with the narrator 

sitting down to write the book" (479). Indeed, the en.ct of 

the book sees Jack yearning again for his writing and 

wishing he could write a poem about the incident. He ends 

Tristessa with "I'll write long sad tales about people in 

the legend of my life--" (96). 
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Apparently, Jack Kerouac did eventually have sex with 

Esperanza. However, he edited this experience from his 

original manuscript of the book when Lucien Carr's wife, 

Cessa, told him that it would "'spoil the book'" (Clark 

150). Finally, for Kerouac, the book became the 

experience. At the time of the actual seduction, 

Esperanza was to have told Kerouac '"Shhh the landlord 

will hear. Remember, I'm weak and sick.'" Kerouac's 

response, "In one of the bizarre moments of [his] life 

when his roles as participant and recorder spun in 

confusion," was "'I know, I've been writing how you're 

weak and sick'" (McNally 226). In summer, 1957, he went 

back to Mexico City, discovered that Garver had died, and 

Esperanza was lost (Clark 157). 

One wonders whether Kerouac sought these experiences 

in order to have something to write about, or whether he 

simply records things that happened to him. In Tristessa, 

as in the other two novels, his protagonist appears to 

gain little self-awareness and to grow very little from 

his experience. Joyce Johnson reports that Kerouac once 

said he was looking for "girls, visions, everything 

(22). But she says that his "uneasy flippancy" about 

putting girls at the head of his list was the result of 

"not so much looking for love as for experience" (22). 

II 
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Corso remembers Kerouac's involvement with the real 

Tristessa, Esperanza, as well as Kerouac's naivete: 

He was very much into trying to help out this 

junkie Mexican chick ... and he took me up to 

see her, and it was this strange Mexican 

building. It was like glass, only you walked on 

a glass floor. A very small room, and she was 

out of it. He had this great feeling towards 

her. I don't think he knew what a junkie was 

like, 'cause there's nothing you can do but just 

give them some junk and they'll feel better. 

(Gifford and Lee 191) 

Nicosia reports that Corso also felt that the relationship 

between Esperanza and Kerouac "resembled that of a college 

boy trying to reform the first nice woman he meets in a 

brothe 1" ( 4 7 7 ) . 

In Tristessa, Jack Duluoz again becomes tragically 

involved with a woman to whom he cannot make a lasting 

commitment, and again her lack of availability is part of 

her attraction. Duluoz is intrigued by Tristessa's drug

addiction, her ancestry, and her closeness to death. None 

of these conditions threatens to tie him down to a 

permanent situation. In fact, they offer him easy escape. 
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Tristessa is the last of three women to whom Kerouac 

devotes a novel. Each of these relationships is 

characterized by a departure from the normal flow of the 

protagonists' lives to a world of their love, worlds that 

have different rules and expectations of their own. The 

Kerouac protagists use the experiences as stepping stones 

to other experiences, either to other journeys or to 

writing (or both). As the protagonist abandons the girl, 

he abandons the sexual experience with her. 

In Kerouac's novels/journeys, the protagonist always 

moves out of the experiences in an attempt to avoid 

commitment. The journeys are recursive, moving from home 

(Maggie Cassidy) to New York (at the end of Maggie Cassidy 

and in The Subterraneans) to Mexico City (hinted at in The 

Subterraneans, fulfilled in Tristessa). They are also 

recursive in that the same character (Jack Duluoz) begins 

the cycle in Maggie Cassidy and ends it in Kerouac's final 

"female-centered" novel, Tristessa. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The question remains whether Jack Kerouac was simply 

an isolated misogynist or whether the feelings he 

exhibited for women are typical of the Beat Generation. 

Eliot D. Allen, in his article "That Was No Lady .. 

That Was Jack Kerouac's Girl," asks readers to discount 

Kerouac's portrayal of women: "I hope that [people in the 

future] do not base their ideas of our women exclusively 

on the novels of Mr. Jack Kerouac," he begins (97). 

Although he agrees that in many aspects, Kerouac is as 

good a reporter of the era's events as any, Allen 

contends, "he gives a strangely distorted picture of 

American women" (98). Allen notes that the Kerouac women 

are young, physically attractive, and "singularly 

inarticulate" due to the fact that their "lives are 

completely physical" (98-9). He goes on to conclude, 

"[w]omen are people, though Mr. Kerouac has yet to learn 

this fact" (101-2). Allen sounds enlightened, but the 

Beat Generation writers were not. 

Evidence shows that indeed most women in the Beat 

milieu were not valued for their artistic ability or 

intelligence. The Beat Generation women were the weekend 
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artists, usually holding down full-time jobs during the 

week and taking care of their husbands, boyfriends, and 

children all seven days while the men pursued their 

dreams. Herbert Gold believes that the predominant Beat 

figures used sex as a weapon against women ("The Beat 

Mystique" 87) and that they had sex only "to debase the 

girl" ("Hip, Cool" 351). Allan Temko is quoted by Gifford 

and Lee: "Those guys hated women, all of them. Either 

they maltreated women or took women who were at a hopeless 

social disadvantage" (181). 

It seems as though the women involved with the Beat 

men could not expect a "normal" life and certainly not a 

life based on intellectual and financial equity. For all 

the Beat Generation's talk of the importance of openness 

and the value of the individual, it appears that the Beats 

used women as a means to enhance their own experiences as 

opposed to including them as equals in their ideals. 

Sukenick discusses the Beat Generation in general. 

In describing the old Cedar Tavern, a favorite hang-out of 

the Beats and subterraneans during the late 1950s, C~rolle 

Schneeman is quoted by Sukenick, declaring, 

"[t]he Cedar was so male ... even with the 

implicit kind of male violence, or male 

importance. Everything was charged with the 
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dominance of the male lair--it was like going 

into their cave, their hang-out where they were 

what you focused on, and if you were pretty 

enough and sexy enough they might bestow a 

little bit of their regal eye, or a beer." (56-

57) 

She adds that she "'never understood why they were being 

mean to their wives'" (57) through their anger or brooding 

indifference. The Beat "scene was especially hard on 

women" (63), and "even hip women [were] laying down 

everything for their men" (60). This observation is 

reminiscent of Leo Percepied's treatment of Mardou Fox. 

Percepied wants to be the one to drink and talk; when he 

is with his friends, Mardou is superfluous. 

Joyce Johnson was a friend of Jack Kerouac's during 

the time surrounding the publication of On the Road. In 

her book, Minor Characters, she looks at the women's role 

in the Beat Generation from an objective standpoint. 

Describing a frequent hang-out of the Beats, she reports 

that "The women here . . . are all beautiful and have. such 

remarkable cool that they never, never say a word; they 

are presences merely" (74). 

Johnson points out that John Clellon Holmes, author 

of Go the first book on the Beats, "scrupulously matches _, 
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each of the male characters in his roman g clef to their 

originals, [but] the girls are variously 'amalgams of 

several people'; 'accurate to the young women of the 

time'; 'a type rather than an individual'" (79). Jack 

Kerouac's first wife, Edie Kerouac Parker, offered 

explanations of some of the female characters in Kerouac's 

Book of Dreams (1960). Parker believes that Kerouac broke 

her into several different characters: "Rachel could be 

me. . Mary Palmer: me .... Donna must be me. 

Edna is me" (19-20). Because of a prevailing attitude of 

interchangeable women, Johnson reflects, "How could [the 

women] burn with the fever that infected [the] young men? 

What they did, I guess, was fill up the seats" (79). 

Johnson's remarks also help to explain Norman Podhoretz's 

observation that the women of Kerouac's fiction seem to be 

passed around among a group of men, and that the men had 

"a habit of getting married and then duly divorced and re

married when another girl comes along" (149). Seeing 

women in terms of types and groups rather than individuals 

can happen when a man feels that one woman is the same as 

another; it becomes easier to use them as objects. 

Johnson even admits to considering briefly for 

herself the life of the "now-traditional" girlfriend of a 

Beat artist. Her interest focused on Fielding Dawson, a 



"Black Mountain boyfriend," (168) who studied with Franz 

Kline and published fictional works: 
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I might be tempted to become Fee's "old lady," 

straighten him out a little, clean up the 

studio, contribute to the rent, have a baby or 

two, become one of those weary, quiet, self

sacrificing, widely respected women brought by 

their men to the Cedar on occasional Saturday 

nights in their limp thrift-shop dresses made 

interesting with beads. Even a very young woman 

can achieve old-ladyhood, become the mainstay of 

someone else's self-destructive genius. It 

might almost be enough to live on Fee Dawson's 

stories. ( 170) 

She does not say who "widely respect[s]" these women; it 

does not appear to be the men. She is aware of some type 

of "heightened moment" that these men "apparently find 

only when they're with each other" (171). For these men, 

the "great accomplishment was to avoid actual employment 

for as long as possible and by whatever means" (207)! 

However, "it was all right for women to go out and earn 

wages since they had no important creative endeavors to be 

distracted from." She adds "The women didn't mind, or if 

they did, they never said--not until years later" (207). 
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Lawrence Lipton attributes part of the reason for 

women to work while the men stayed home doing little to 

the fact that "[j]ob opportunities are always more 

numerous for the girls" (153). He goes on to list a 

number of typically low-paying positions such as clerks, 

telephone operators and receptionists. It was obviously 

acceptable and expected for women to continue in these 

positions. An equal number of low-status jobs certainly 

had to have been available for men, but one never reads 

about the Beat male who works as a frycook, delivery man, 

or mailroom worker during the week in order to write or 

sculpt on the weekends. This mundaneness was reserved for 

women. 

It was up to the woman to adjust to the man in her 

life, not for them both to adjust to one another. In a 

piece of advice to Johnson when she was depressed over her 

on-again, off-again relationship with Kerouac, Hettie 

Jones, then-wife of poet LeRoi Jones, told her to "'Harden 

your heart'" (221). This advice is very similar to 

Carolyn Cassady' s hopeful idea of "loving indifferenc.e" 

("Coming Down" 15) in dealing with her precarious marriage 

to Neal Cassady. LeRoi Jones, an African-American, later 

changed his name to Amiri Baraka in the 1960s and publicly 



denounced Hettie, who is white, along with many of his 

other white friends. 
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Johnson in writing a mini-biography of Mary Frank, 

wife of a Swiss photographer named Robert Frank, 

highlights a restlessness to create that Mary Frank seems 

to embody: 

Mary was only a little older than I was [24 

years]. She'd married Robert shortly after 

she'd graduated from the High School of Music 

and Art. She was a sculptor. There was 

something heroic about Mary, I thought. She 

reminded me of one of the Greek women of 

Picasso's white period. Sometimes when Robert 

invited us over for dinner, she seemed 

distracted, almost sullen. She'd been 

working on the piece, but then the children had 

gotten mischievous and impossible, and then it 

had been time to slice the vegetables. Oh how 

she despaired of producing anything under these 

conditions! A place of her own was what sh~ 

needed. (242) 

It is interesting that after recounting Mary's domestic 

feats, Johnson states: 

But the most unusual thing about Mary Frank, I 
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decided, was that she was as fierce about her 

work as a man. In her mind, at least, it 

somehow always came first--even though all the 

other parts of her life were always pulling her 

away from it. (243) 

Even Johnson, who appears to see the injustices in the 

treatment of women during this time, feels compelled to 

compare Mary to a man to make the point that Mary was 

dedicated to her art. What became of Mary Frank and her 

"man-like" fierceness we do not know, but the Beats and 

those surrounding them appear to use men and male 

standards as the only valid comparisons as when Kerouac 

says he loves "Irene May" as a "man." 

Lawrence Lipton compares the women of the Beat 

Generation to the women of fictional romance: 

A common feature of many early nineteenth

century English romances was the heroine who at 

an early age ran away from home and joined a 

gypsy band, or was snatched by gypsies, or lured 

away from family or husband by a gypsy lover. 

In French romances it was the traveling carnival 

that provided the lure, or in upper class 

romance, the theater. In the United States it 

was the gambling man, the river boat, or the 
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circus. An essential part of the role was the 

willingness of the heroine to suffer for her 

man, to put up with violent fluctuations of 

fortune, to shield him from the Law, at the risk 

of her life, and, if need be, her honor. (91) 

He continues, 

There are those who play a sacrificial role in 

the service of the Muse .... Their labor is a 

labor of love. They hold a job and come home to 

shop and cook, to clean house, launder, knit, 

wash the dishes and carry out the garbage. All 

for the privilege of living in an atmosphere of 

art, any art, and feel themselves part of the 

creative act. Living in poverty and disorder, 

trouble and insecurity, they see themselves 

pictured in glowing biographies of the future, 

the artist's faithful model, the writer's 

devoted lover. (95) 

Francis J. Rigney and L. Douglas Smith published The 

Real Bohemia, a sociological and psychological study of 

the Beats, in 1961. They divide the men in their study 

into four categories: "The Tormented Rebels," "The Lonely 

and the Suffering," "The Earnest Artists," and "The 

Passive Prophets." Women are given two categories: "The 
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Angry Young Women" and "The Beat Madonnas." Obviously, 

there is no category for females to be "artists" or 

"prophets." However, a number of the qualities listed as 

indicative of membership in both the categories allowed 

for women are also qualites listed as indicative of male 

"artists" and "prophets," such as "Tends to be rebellious 

and nonconforming" and "Needs, conflicts, and frustrations 

tend to be expressed directly in maladaptive overt 

behavior" (196-200). Rigney and Smith seem to see women 

as less individualized than men, much as Holmes and 

Kerouac do when they write about women as "types" or 

"composites." 

Women of the Beat Generation were definitely second-

class citizens. Obviously, the men could not live without 

them, for it was important to the men to have a stable 

place to which to return after their adventures with other 

men. It seems that Kerouac was not alone in his general 

feelings toward women; and perhaps, in some strange ways, 

his feelings were even a little kinder than many of the 

other Beats. 

"Of course women have poison juices I always say," 

states William Burroughs in a letter to Jack Kerouac 

(226). Leo Percepied of The Subterraneans felt the same 

way about Mardou; and Jacky/Jack Duluoz, in both Maggie 
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Cassidy and Tristessa, certainly felt the danger of being 

contaminated by these women. Diana Trilling states in 

general that it is certainly not a fresh idea to link the 

female force with the destructive force (63). Women are 

society, she observes; and there are those who consider 

society a hindrance. Kenneth Rexroth stated in 1957 "It 

is impossible for an artist to remain true to himself as a 

man, let alone an artist, and work within the context of 

this society" ( 35) . It seems a hackneyed idea to blame 

womankind for fettering mankind's creativity. Kerouac's 

insistence on doing so shows how conventional and 

stereotypical in thinking he really was. 

Herbert Gold recounts an evening during which Allen 

Ginsberg, during a harmless conversation with Gold and his 

wife, threw a glass of wine at the wall, barely missing 

Gold's wife's head, sprinkling her hair with glass shards 

and wine. "My wife aimed a steady righteous ire straight 

into my heart," he writes "wanting me to hit him, but a 

fellow doesn't do this to an old friend, a fellow poet" 

(71). Gold eventually sacrifices the trust of his wife 

for the "respect" of the group. This incident is directly 

analogous to the scene in The Subterraneans when a friend 

of Percepied's falsely accuses Mardou of stealing his 

pornographic pictures. By simply allowing the accusation 
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to go unchecked and unchallenged, Percepied fails to act 

protectively toward Mardou. These people are his friends, 

and so he rationalizes his lack of consideration for 

Mardou and her "little female dignities" (53). 

In an interview with John Clellon Holmes, John Tytell 

states his belief that "Kerouac treats women in his 

fiction [with a] moral sense [that] creates a false 

distance making the women less real, more romanticized 

than he might have realized or intended." Holmes responds 

that "this was certainly not entirely due to the literary 

restrictions of the time. He did tend to idealize women" 

(Tytell, "Interview" 158). Carolyn Cassady says that she 

told Kerouac, "'I'm sorry, Jack, but On The Road and The 

Subterraneans they just don't sound like the Jack I 

know. Who are you trying to be? You're not all that much 

interested in sex'" ("Life With" 42). He reportedly was 

not offended, but rather, in agreement. 

Early on, Kerouac was "initiated" into what McNally 

calls the "ancient cult of the virgin-whore, the notion 

that women were either good--like Memere, like the 

Sisters--or evil" (8-9). This idea grew until "any woman 

who could associate with so sinful a man as he must indeed 

be a whore" (9). This attitude explains why Maggie 

Cassidy, with whom he does not have sex, and Tristessa, 
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with whom he seems to have sex as an after-thought, are 

described as saintly. Mardou, the object of an intensely 

sexual relationship, is never described in this manner. 

Gerald Nicosia tries to make the case that Jack 

Kerouac was truly in pursuit of marriage and a family. He 

insists that Kerouac "definitely wanted to get married" to 

his first wife, Edie Parker (Nicosia 122), even though 

their marriage did not last long. Nicosia believes that 

in 1948 "[Kerouac's] thoughts were definitely running to 

marriage and children" (235), and he wrote to Ginsberg of 

his intention to marry and rear children, saying "that he 

loved 'everything about little children'" (242). But when 

Kerouac was married to his second wife, Joan Haverty, Neal 

Cassady expressed the concern that the fate of their 

relationship '"depends on how much she'll leave Jack 

alone, I fear she won't be bright enough to see this'" 

(McNally 131). This relationship lost whatever attraction 

it had when Joan became irate at the inequality of their 

talks. Kerouac would tell endless stories, to which he 

expected Joan to listen patiently. But when Joan 

attempted to tell a story of her own, he "cruelly shushed 

her, till finally she snapped, 'Oh! I thought we were 

having a conversation.' 'No, we're not!' Jack corrected" 

(Nicosia 339). When Joan became pregnant, he left her and 



tried for many years to deny paternity of his daughter 

Jan, who herself has authored two books. 
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Running counter to Kerouac's expressions of 

domesticity was his desire to remain free. It seems to be 

not just a desire for simple freedom but a desire to 

remain unaccountable, irresponsible, a "boy." One of his 

defense mechanisms was to "withdraw into periods of 

silence, and act as if he didn't know what was happening" 

(Nicosia 203), just as Jacky did in his relationship with 

Maggie. Nicosia notes Kerouac's "strange mixture of 

misogyny and naivete about women" (223). His ideal woman 

was an impossible mixture of maternal instinct and free

wheeling "chick." "Women made Jack uncomfortable with the 

demands, spoken or unspoken, he felt were their right (and 

which he resented)," Nicosia asserts (223), making Kerouac 

sound much like a child who does not wish to live up to 

parental expectations. 

It is possible to conclude that Kerouac's devaluation 

of women is in line with the other men of his group. What 

exactly then is their place in his quest for experien~e? 

"Could he ever include a woman in his journeys?" Joyce 

Johnson asked Kerouac (136). He replied no, that all 

Johnson wanted was babies. His opinion was that all any 

woman wanted was babies. As their relationship draws to a 
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close, Johnson expresses disappointment that all of the 

women of Kerouac's fiction are "portrayed as spoilsports" 

(26). However, it seems as though that is the way Kerouac 

prefers them. 

It might be possible to accept the image of woman as 

"spoilsport" or foils in the majority of Kerouac's 

writings where they are, indeed, secondary. However, 

their prominance in Maggie Cassidy, The Subterraneans, and 

Tristessa suggests that Kerouac felt some need to explore 

his relationship with women in more detail. 

Although Maggie, Mardou, and Tristessa share many 

qualities, it is not possible to make any realistic case 

for these women as archetypal goddesses, spirit-goddesses, 

or fairy godmothers (rather than foils) unless one is 

making a case for an anti-quest or mock quest. Perhaps 

these women are not character types at all, but rather 

incidences of plot within the episodic nature of the 

quest. This idea is reinforced by the fact that he 

removes "their" stories from his male-centered, "main-

line" novels. 

Kerouac feels compelled to journey forth in search of 

experience with women. In real-life his point of 

embarkation for his experiences is the safe haven of his 

mother's home. At the end of each novel his character 
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says explicitly that he will go back to something known 

before the experience. According to Alfred Kazin, 

Kerouac's novels "depend on a naked and unashamed plea for 

'love,' understanding, fellowship, and are read and 

enjoyed only because this pleading so\answers to our 

psychological interest in fiction" (209) although we do 

not know why. 

As the "King of the Beats," Jack Kerouac held an 

important position in the development of America's image 

of the 1950s. The 1960s brought an increased interest in 

women's issues; and with the aid of Kerouac's fiction, it 

is easy to see why. Maggie Cassidy, The Subterraneans, 

and Tristessa all show the Kerouac-character in a 

relationship which has little hope of succeeding. The 

protagonist senses failure from the start and apparently 

uses the relationship and all its expressions and promises 

of love as a device to sour his impression of all love

relationships. By saying "Hey, I tried" in regard to 

these entanglements, he is able to deem all relationships 

as destructive to his creativity and independence and 

remain in the realm of the boys, the Beats, for all time. 

Kerouac and his protagonists may have chosen these 

women deliberately. To find a mate, to fall in love, and 

to begin a relationship that may become permanent appear 
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to be frightening possibilities for Kerouac and his 

characters; for the Beat Generation was characterized by 

male-dominated recklessness. Ann Charters points out that 

Kerouac, no matter where he lived, always quickly picked 

up a "crowd of local drinking buddies" (307) with whom he 

spent his time. Kerouac and his protagonists choose 

women who, for all their intriguing aspects, will not make 

for long-term relationships. This lack of suitability 

gives the men a chance to debase these women eventually 

with accusations and lack of trust and to compare them 

unfavorably with the other women. 

Robert A. Hipkiss notes that more often than not, the 

"call of the road" to Kerouac's male protagonists is the 

call "away from entanglements with women" (21). This 

desire for flight Hipkiss sees as a "morbid fear of the 

power of woman" (100) which sends the characters into 

either self-punishing celibacy or intensely sexual 

relationships. Never is there depicted a healthy sexual 

relationship integrated into a healthy love relationship. 

Johnson comments on this idea that 

boys guarded something less tangible which they 

called Themselves. They seemed to believe they 

had a mission in life, from which they could 

easily be deflected by being exposed to too much 
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emotion. ( 56) 

This observation appears to be an explanation for the 

behavior of Kerouac and his characters. They seek after 

experiences that they innately fear and then retreat into 

a world of innocence and unknowing. Kerouac himself (and 

Kerouac in the guise of Jack Duluoz and Leo Percepied) 

feels most comfortable in the world of men. For only in 

the male-dominated world did he feel creative. The women 

of his life and novels must be segregated from his "real" 

experience. 

Leslie Fiedler points out that Kerouac is a "boy": 

"The fact that he writes as one of the boys is as 

symptomatic as the fact that middle-aged ladies in their 

bridge clubs call themselves 'the girls'" (290). By being 

always a boy, ever-young, Kerouac seems to find the way to 

a kind of immortality that he cannot seem to find in male

female bonding. Despite his occasional statements about 

wanting children, it is really the child in himself that 

Kerouac continually celebrates and nurtures. Instead of 

creating a picture of youth and innocence, what Kerouac 

has created is a picture of perpetual boyhood, a condition 

of stifled maturity. In these qualitities he most mirrors 

his age; and, so, in these two qualities rests his claim 

to King of the Beats& 
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